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Abstract 

This work introduces new refractive illumination optics in the hard X-ray 

region and describes a method for overcoming fabrication limitations of 

X-ray depth lithography. In particular, the problem of high aspect ratio in 

X-ray prism lenses was addressed. The refractive X-ray optics are developed 

for the photon energy range 8-100 keV. In the following, we report the de-

velopment of a principal new focusing optics with large aperture, an illumi-

nation condenser for full-field X-ray microscopy and a so-called beam shap-

ing optics to overcome the limitation of the field of view at 3rd and 4th gen-

eration synchrotron sources. 

To reduce the absorption of X-rays in the material of the optical systems, the 

approach of X-ray prism lenses was pursued. Here, the optics consist of rows 

of micro prisms with an edge length of about 20 µm, which deflect the inci-

dent rays. This improves the ratio of the refractive power of the optics to the 

volume of the absorbing lens material. The mechanical stability of the fragile, 

very tall micro prisms is achieved by exposing thin, stabilizing support 

planes. 

In order to achieve focal sizes smaller than the prism edge lengths, double-

parabolic biconcave micro-lenses were added to the prism rows. A similar 

arrangement with biconvex micro-lenses was used to achieve beam expan-

sion while simultaneously homogenizing the illumination of the image field 

of a full-field X-ray microscope. Beam shaping optics consisting of kinoform 

Fresnel lens elements were developed for vertical beam expansion at high-

brilliance synchrotron sources. 

In all cases, the theory is based on geometrical optics and ray tracing simula-

tions. The optics were produced via deep X-ray lithography using the syn-

chrotron radiation source at KIT at the LIGA I and II beamlines. The lens 

material is the negative resist mr-X, an epoxy resin-based polymer of type 
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SU-8. The lenses were characterized at PETRA III, DESY in Hamburg and at 

ESRF in Grenoble. 
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Kurzfassung  

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden neue refraktive Beleuchtungsoptiken im 

harten Röntgenbereich und eine Methode zur Überwindung der Technischen 

Grenzen von der Röntgentiefenlithografie erarbeitet. Insbesondere wurde das 

Problem des hohen Aspektverhältnisses in Röntgenprismenlinsen untersucht. 

Die refraktiven Röntgenoptiken finden ihren Einsatz im Photonenenergiebe-

reich von 8-100 keV. Drei neuartige Röntgenoptiken wurden entwickelt: eine 

speziell neue Fokussieroptik mit großer Apertur, ein Beleuchtungskondensor 

für die Vollfeldröntgenmikroskopie und eine Strahlformoptik zur Überwin-

dung der Einschränkung des Bildfeldes bei Synchrotronquellen der 3. und 4. 

Generation. 

Zur Reduzierung der Absorption der Röntgenstrahlung im Material der Opti-

ken wurde der Ansatz der Röntgenprismenlinsen verfolgt. Dabei besteht die 

Optik aus Reihen von Mikroprismen mit etwa 20 µm Kantenlänge, welche 

die einfallende Strahlung umlenken. So wird das Verhältnis von Brechkraft 

der Optik zum Volumen des absorbierenden Linsenmaterials verbessert. Die 

mechanische Stabilität der fragilen Mikroprismen wird durch eine zusätsliche 

Belichtung für dünne, stabilisierende Stützebenen erreicht. 

Um Fokusgrößen kleiner als die Prismenkantenlängen erreichen zu können, 

wurden den Prismenreihen doppelparabolisch geformte bikonkave Mikrolin-

sen hinzugefügt. Mit einer ähnlichen Anordnung mit bikonvexen Mikrolinsen 

wurde eine Strahlaufweitung bei gleichzeitiger Homogenisierung der Aus-

leuchtung des Bildfelds eines Vollfeldröntgenmikroskops erreicht. Eine 

Strahlformungsoptik aus kinoformen Fresnel-Linsenelementen wurde zur 

vertikalen Strahlaufweitung an hochbrillanten Synchrotronquellen entwickelt. 

Die Theorie basiert in allen Fällen auf geometrischer Optik und Strahlverfol-

gungssimulationen. Die Optiken wurden mit Hilfe der Synchrotronstrah-

lungsquelle am KIT an den Strahlrohren LIGA I und II röntgentiefenlithogra-

fisch hergestellt. Das Linsenmaterial ist der Negativresist mr-X, ein Polymer 
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vom Typ SU-8 auf Epoxidharzbasis. Die Charakterisierung der Linsen er-

folgte an PETRA III, DESY in Hamburg und an ESRF in Grenoble. 
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1 Introduction and motivation 

In many scientific fields, X-rays are a widely used and important analytical 

tool. Due to their high penetration depth, they successfully can be used to 

examine the composition and structure of most materials. This opens up a 

wide range of applications for scientific, technical and medical applications. 

In addition to the penetration characteristics, the short X-ray wavelength 

enables higher spatial resolution than optics in the visible regime, due to the 

much lower diffraction limit. Thus, higher resolution can be achieved even 

with a simple shadow projection of absorbing samples, which to date is used 

by most X-ray optical imaging techniques. Even more advantageous are 

focused X-rays in this regard, whether it is to increase the resolution of an 

imaging system, or to reduce the time required for an experiment by increas-

ing the photon density at sample position. The X-ray beam can be shaped 

with the use of various techniques. Focusing for example, can be realized via 

reflection from curved X-ray mirrors, diffraction from zone plates or refrac-

tion from refractive X-ray lenses. At photon energies above about 15 keV, 

the use of refractive lenses is advantageous over zone plates due to their 

higher efficiency. 

In this work, new illumination schemes of refractive X-ray lenses were de-

veloped especially for the hard X-ray regime. They offer not only to over-

come current limitations in focusing optics but also in homogenous illumina-

tion applications, in full field X-ray microscopy as well as in the illuminated 

field of view (FoV) specifically in the case of high brilliance synchrotron 

sources. This is becoming even more relevant with time, as synchrotron de-

velopment tends to increase brilliance, which mostly means at the same time 

sacrificing FoV at sample position. 

The need for flexible illumination optics with high efficiency, also offering 

homogeneous illumination and possibly enlarge the FoV is easily under-
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standable. With optimal illumination the experiments and investigations can 

be carried out faster and in most of the cases the quality of the results im-

proves as well. In contrast to imaging optics, the most important criterion of 

illumination is the achievable maximum photon efficiency. This has two 

aspects: the first is maximising effective entrance aperture for collecting as 

many photons as possible. The second is to maximise the transmission of the 

optical system. 

With these boundary conditions, concepts based on Fresnel- and X-ray Prism 

Lenses (XPLs) are most promising. The advantages of these lenses compared 

to the normally used Compound Refractive Lenses (CRLs) from the aspect of 

illumination are the larger effective aperture and the high flexibility of de-

sign. Each small beamlet entering a prism row can be calculated separately 

instead of calculating the whole beam cross section at once. Up to now, the 

fabrication capabilities were the limiting factor of these lenses but in this 

work, a technique will be shown to overcome it. 

Three different X-ray optics have been developed and characterized in this 

work: a large aperture focusing optics, a condenser optics for full field mi-

croscopy and a so-called beam shaping optics to widen the nearly parallel 

synchrotron beam for providing an optimally tailored illumination of sam-

ples. 

To conduct this work, it was first necessary to understand the physical back-

ground of X-ray optics and the current state of existing refractive X-ray op-

tics (chapter 2). The X-ray optics are fabricated by deep X-ray lithography, 

which poses some technical limitations on the structural size of the optical 

elements. This will be discussed in chapter 3. The developments and 

achievements of the three different elements will be described in three differ-

ent chapters. First, the need and challenges will be analysed and specifica-

tions will be derived. Following, the proposed solution and design will be 

theoretically analysed, underlined by simulation. The realized modifications 

in the fabrication process will be presented in the third sub-chapter, whereas 

in the fourth sub-chapter the experimental results will be described. Each 

chapter will finish with a conclusion for the specific lens type. In chapter 7 of 
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this thesis, the results will be summarized, an overall conclusion is given and 

advice for further work to improve the optics are provided. 
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2 Background 

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength range between ultra-

violet and gamma radiation. The spectrum of the wavelength λ ranges from 

about 10 nm to 1 pm. In the field of X-ray optics, the photon energy E/keV is 

used to specify X-rays. With Planck's quantum of action h, the velocity of 

light c0 and the wavelength λ the photon energy is calculated by 

𝐸 =  
𝑐0ℎ

𝜆
 . (2.1) 

The typical range of X-rays used for X-ray optics in this work is from 

E = 8 keV to 100 keV. This chapter describes todays X-ray sources first, then 

interaction of X-rays with materials and the optical elements used to manipu-

late X-ray beams. 

2.1 X-ray sources 

In this work, optics for using at synchrotron sources have been developed. So 

some properties of these sources will be discussed. To characterize optical 

properties of sources, performance, brilliance, photon flux and spectrum will 

be used as a measure [1], [2]. 

The brilliance is the photon flux within a specific spectral bandwidth BW, 

source area, per second and in a solid angle [1]. 

brilliance =
photons

second · mrad2 · mm2 · 0.1%BW
 (2.2) 

Synchrotron accelerator based sources are the result of a long history in the 

development of X-ray sources and have the highest brilliance of all the X-ray 

sources used in research (Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1: Comparison of sources from the aspect of average brilliance. Worth to notice that 

the peak brilliance of free electron lasers exceeds the average brilliance by multiple orders of 

magnitude due to the extremely short pulse length of order 100 fs [1] 

 

Synchrotron sources 

Synchrotron radiation is emitted by a particle accelerator in which an electron 

or positron beam is travelling in a closed loop at relativistic speed . To keep 

the trajectory of the particles, a magnetic field perpendicular to the beam 

velocity vector is applied. The particles exposed to centripetal forces emit 

photons tangential to their flight direction. Figure 2-2 shows principle 

sketches of a bending magnet, keeping the beam in a closed loop, and inser-

tion devices such as wigglers or undulators [3], [4]. 
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Figure 2-2: Principle sketch of a bending magnet, keeping the beam in a closed loop, and differ-

ent insertion devices in a synchrotron source; γ is the photon energy E over the invariant mass of 

the accelerated particle m0 multiplied by speed of light c squared, N the number of magnetic 

periods (~100) [4]. 

Synchrotron sources are many orders of magnitude more brilliant than con-

ventional X-ray tubes and the light emission is pulsed because the particles 
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travel in bunches in the storage ring. The light is highly polarized and has a 

small angular divergence at least in one dimension. A narrow wavelength 

range can be filtered further using a monochromator. 

Bending magnets 

Necessary components of the storage ring are bending magnets, as they are 

responsible for the particles to stay on a closed trajectory. Photon emission, 

generated by a bending magnet has vertically a low angular divergence but 

horizontally is only limited by the beamline construction parameters (see 

Figure 2-2 top part). The radiation is linearly polarized, in the plane of the 

orbit. Out of this plane, the polarization is elliptical. 

 

Figure 2-3: Radiation from a bending magnet, showing the interaction between the particle 

bunch e- and the magnetic field, where N indicates the north, as S the south pole. The emitted 

X-ray beam is visualized in yellow. 

 

Wiggler 

In wigglers the intensity is increased by lining up several of small bending 

magnets (dipoles) along the electrons trajectory. These dipoles are arranged 

with an alternating magnetic polarity. So the electrons flying through a peri-

odic sinusoidal magnetic field varying like: 

𝐵(z) = 𝐵0 · cos (
2𝜋𝑧

𝜆𝑢

). (2.3) 
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Figure 2-4: Periodic structures of dipoles at a wiggler/undulator source; λu is the magnetic 

period, N is the north and S is the south pole 

Where z is the length of the periodically alternating field, B0 is the amplitude 

of the flux density and λu is the magnetic period. The electron trajectory is in 

a horizontal plane and can be described by a sinusoidal function. 

The deflection – or undulator – parameter K is used to characterize the elec-

tron motion: 

𝐾 =
𝑒𝐵𝜆u

2𝜋𝑚e𝑐
. (2.4) 

Where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic field, λu is the magnetic 

period me is the electron rest mass, and c is the speed of light. 

If K >> 1 the oscillation amplitude is bigger and the radiation contributions 

from each field period sum up independently, leading to a broad energy spec-

trum. Under this working principle, the device is called a wiggler. 

Undulator 

For K << 1 the oscillation amplitude of the motion is small and the radiation 

displays interference patterns, which lead to narrow energy bands. In this 

case, the insertion device is called an undulator. The narrow bandwidth can 

be advantageous when requiring higher intensity at certain photon energies 
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and can be further narrowed down by monochromators. In contrast to Wig-

glers, the photons emitted from the individual poles overlap coherently and 

cause constructive interference [5]. 

Thus, the radiation is more intense and better collimated than in the case of 

wigglers. Undulators typically have a brilliance in the range of 1020 - 1023 

photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%BW, more than five orders of magnitude higher 

than bending magnets [1]. The low angular divergence of modern synchro-

tron insertion sources provide highly collimated radiation in both horizontal 

and vertical direction. Nevertheless, in the case of full-field imaging, despite 

the advantage of higher brilliance this limits the field of view, thus the maxi-

mum sample size. 

2.2 X-rays interacting with matter  

When X-rays pass through matter, the electromagnetic radiation interacts 

with the matter in various ways. The X-rays attenuated by absorption and the 

photons refracted, diffracted and scattered. After leaving the medium, the 

phase has shifted with respect to a wave that has not passed through matter. 

Furthermore, the intensity I of the wave is attenuated. These phenomena can 

be described with the complex refractive index n*, which depends on the 

scattering factors f′ and f′′ (see equation (2.9) and (2.10)) of the atoms present 

in the material [6]: 

𝑛∗ = 1 − 𝛿 + 𝑖𝛽 . (2.5) 

The variables δ and β are real numbers and positive for X-rays. Here, δ de-

notes the refractive index decrement and β the extinction coefficient. Snell’s 

law describes the refraction at surfaces, where the real part of the refractive 

index n = ℜ(n*) = 1 - δ is used for non-absorbing materials: 

𝑛i sin 𝜃i = 𝑛t sin 𝜃t . (2.6) 
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The angle θi denotes the angle between the incident beam and the surface 

normal and θt the angle between the transmitted beam and the surface nor-

mal. The linear attenuation coefficient for absorption 

𝜇 =
4𝜋𝛽

𝜆
 (2.7) 

is determined with the imaginary part of the refractive index β = ℑ(n*) and is 

used to describe the absorption in Lambert-Beer's law: 

𝐼(z) = 𝐼0𝑒
−𝜇z (2.8) 

The change in intensity I by absorption is described as a function of the dis-

tance z travelled in the material. The variables δ and β result from the scatter-

ing factors f′ and f′′ [7] with  

𝛿 =
λ
2
 

2𝜋
𝑟0NA

𝜌

𝐴
(𝑍 + 𝑓′) (2.9) 

and 

𝛽 =
λ2 

2𝜋
𝑟0NA

𝜌

𝐴
𝑓′′  (2.10) 

where r0 is the classical electron radius, NA is the Avogadro constant and ρ is 

the density, A is the atomic mass and Z is the atomic number. 

For the short wavelength of X-rays (1 pm to 10 nm), the index of refraction 

of all matter is slightly below unity. Both the refractive index decrement and 

the extinction coefficient are very small, in the photon energy range where 

refractive lenses are used, 10-7 < δ < 10-5 and β even two magnitudes less. 

Good candidates for a lens material have a high δ/β ratio, i.e. a high refractive 

power at low absorption. Low atomic Z-number materials are good candi-

dates for refractive optics, such as lithium [8], [9], beryllium [10], carbon 

(diamond) [11], aluminium [10], silicon [11], [12] and nickel [13] and the 

polymer SU-8 [14], [15]. Figure 2-5 shows the correlation between photon 

energy, atomic mass and δ/β ratio for some low Z-number materials. 
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Figure 2-5: Relation between δ/β ratio and lens material with respect to photon energy from 
5 to 30 keV [16] 

Based only on theoretical requirements, lithium seems to be a perfect candi-

date. However, alkali metals are extremely reagent and unstable in normal 

environment, so they are not applicable for X-ray lenses in practice. Berylli-

um is theoretically the second best choice and is used as material for com-

pound refractive lenses, but it is carcinogen, requires extreme caution in 

manufacturing and properly made housing. Glassy carbon and diamond are 

also used as lens material, but are brittle and tricky to manufacture. At 

KIT/IMT refractive X-ray optics an epoxy-based polymer, a certain type of 

SU-8 photoresist is used to lithographically manufacture X-ray lenses. 

2.3 Overview X-ray optics 

The characteristics of the raw beam leaving the source normally limit the 

possible applications. Numerous different X-ray optics have been developed 

throughout the years to shape or focus the beam. Their purpose can be sum-
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marized in short as influencing or redefining the ray distribution and/or spec-

trum of the incident beam, tailored exactly in a well-defined way. 

Based on the physical principle these optics rely the most on, we can classify 

them accordingly. In the following, I will list the state-of-the-art optics. 

Absorption optics, exploiting the energy related and finite penetration depth 

of X-rays, can be windows, apertures, resolution test structures, pin-holes, 

slits, filters, coded masks and absorption gratings. 

X-rays can as well be reflected by total external reflection (TER) at surfaces 

with small incident angles. Reflective X-ray optics can be TER- or crystal-

mirrors, Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, Wolter mirrors, Montel mirrors, rolled 

mirror optics, micro channel optics, lobster eye optics and mono- or poly-

capillary optics. 

X-rays, as every electro-magnetic wave, are diffracted. The grating constant 

has to be in the nanometre range to achieve large diffraction angles. Fabricat-

ed objects – limited by the possibilities given today – even with a much larg-

er grating constant can influence the direction of the beam enough, that it is 

sufficient for X-ray optical purposes. Some types of diffraction X-ray optics 

are: zone plates, Bragg-mirrors, multilayer mirrors, multilayer Laue lenses 

and phase gratings. 

Finally, X-rays are refracted at the physical interface between different mate-

rials. X-ray optics, which relay mostly on this effect, are called refractive 

X-ray optics and will be discussed in the following chapters. Generally, these 

are compound refractive lenses, mosaic lenses, alligator lenses, rolled- and 

standing prism lenses. 

Figure 2-6 shows a rough summary of state-of-the-art X-ray optics. 
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Figure 2-6: Overview of X-ray optics based on their physical principle [17] 

In the following, I will present the main characteristics of X-ray optics as a 

comparison, in the form of a table. 

Table 2-1: Comparison of X-ray optics regarding their main characteristics photon energy range, 

working distance, minimal focal spot diameter, application in imaging or illumination and 

achromatic behaviour [17] 
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reflection 

 

mirror optics 0 - 20 >0.1 0.03 imaging yes 

multi layer / 

crystal mirror 

optics 

0 - 100 >0.1 0.05 imaging no 

polycapillary 

optics 
0 - 20 0.002 - 0.2 1 

illumina-

tion 
yes 

mono capillary 

optics 
0 - 20 0 - 0.2 <1 imaging yes 

diffraction zone plates 0 - 20 0.001 - 0.1 0.015 imaging no 

refraction 
compound  

refractive lenses 
5 - 500 >0 0.1 imaging no 

absorption 
coded mask 

telescopes 
all - (10) imaging yes 
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2.4 Refractive X-ray optics 

2.4.1 Compound refractive lenses 

As it has been shown in chapter 2.2, the real part of the refractive index is 

slightly below unity. This results in a (bi)concave parabolic geometry of the 

refracting surfaces of a converging X-ray lens. As the refractive power of one 

single lens element is extremely small, an X-ray lens normally consists of 

multiple, sometimes hundreds of lens elements aligned in a straight row. 

Such an X-ray lens is called compound refractive lens (CRL). As shown in 

Figure 2-7, where fa is the focal length of one single element, whilst fb is the 

focal length of a lens made of N identical lens elements. 

 

Figure 2-7: The difference between a focusing X-ray lens built up of one element (above) and 
multiple elements (below) with fa and fb the focal length, R the radius in the apex of the parabo-

las, LCRL the length of the compound refractive lens and N the number of lens elements [18] 

An important parameter of a CRL is its focal length. For a “thin lens”, mean-

ing that its physical length along the optical axis is negligible compared to its 

focal length, the focal length is computed as 

𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 =
R 

2𝛿𝑁
 (2.11) 

where fthin is the focal length, R is the radius in the apex of the parabolas, δ is 

the refractive index decrement and N is the number of lens elements [19]. In 

case of a “thick lens” with a physical length not negligible compared to the 

focal length, the length of the lens has to be included [20]: 
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𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘 =
R 

2𝛿𝑁
+

𝐿CRL

6
 (2.12) 

where LCRL is the length of the lens, as shown in Figure 2-7. 

The focal length can be reduced by reducing the radii of curvature of the 

refracting surfaces, as far as this is technically feasible. As a focusing lens 

has a biconcave shape, this means that the rays passing the outermost areas 

are highly absorbed, limiting the practically usable aperture. A measure of the 

useable aperture can be the distance from the optical axis where for rays 

parallel to the optical axis the transmittance of the lens drops below 1/e2 of 

the transmittance on the optical axis [6]. 

2.4.2 Fresnel or kinoform lenses 

To overcome the problem of absorption limiting the effective aperture, an old 

technique was repurposed. Fresnel lenses [21] have been developed to reduce 

the mass of optical elements with large aperture. In the case of X-ray optics, 

the same technique helps to reduce the amount of lens material only contrib-

uting to absorption and not increasing the refractive power. The effective 

aperture of a CRL is limited to some hundreds of micro metres. This limita-

tion is due to the amount of material in the bulk of the lens. The straightfor-

ward idea is, to remove the crosshatched area of a parabolic CRL in Figure 

2-8. In case of coherent radiation, the length of the removed block in the 

direction of the optical axis has to be an integer multiple of the wavelength to 

achieve maximum intensity in the focus. 
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Figure 2-8: The composition of a kinoform or Fresnel-lens as a projection of high aspect ratio 

structures. a) parabolic profile, b) and c) material removed, d) shifting the optically relevant parts 

to form a compact design, e) flipping every second element, to get a geometry more easily 

accessible during manufacturing [22] 

2.4.3 X-ray prism lenses (XPLs) 

Limited by constrains in fabrication and aiming for even higher transmission, 

a new type of lenses has evolved from the kinoform lenses. Figure 2-9 a) 

shows a Fresnel lens, and its outermost element in Figure 2-9 b). As infinitely 

sharp corners only exist in theory, the rounding of the corners shrinks more 

and more the effective aperture. Furthermore, introducing the term “aspect 

ratio” that is defined as the height of the structure divided by the smallest 

edge length or diameter of its cross section. Further limitation is, as the thin-

ner the elements cross-section gets, the more difficult to achieve desirable 

aspect ratios. Figure 2-9 b) and c) are having identical refractive power; still 

the prisms are more easily fabricated. Prisms with equilateral triangular 

cross-section are the best choice with respect to mechanical stability. The 

whole lens can be substituted with independent rows of prisms, offering simi-

lar focusing effect. Every single prism row will only redirect a beamlet equal-

ly high to the effective height of the prism cross section. Consequently, prism 

lenses are not imaging optics, but illumination optics. To get a point focus 

prism lens, two half-lenses are crossed, rotated by 90° around the optical 

axis. The height of the line focusing prism half-lenses has to be equal to the 

aperture width of the point focus prism lens (see also Figure 4-3). 
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Figure 2-9: The evolution of prism lenses shown as a projection of high aspect ratio structures. 

a) Kinoform or Fresnel lens, b) Structure with extremely acute angle c) prisms, providing similar 

refractive power as b) [22] 
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3 Layout and fabrication of 

refractive X-ray optics 

3.1 Tools for optics validation via raytracing 

For designing the optical components, we rely on geometrical optics. The 

optical components considered in the following are built up from triangular 

prisms, convex and concave CRLs. 

To design all of my optical components I used self-developed code written in 

MATLAB environment. See an overview of this software as flow charts in 

appendix B. The validation of the designed optical components involves 

raytracing simulation – explicitly using MATLAB, Zemax OpticStudio, and 

Microsoft Excel as software environment – of the models and practical exper-

iments, in our case at synchrotron sources. As far as the simulation goes, it is 

crucial to have reliable source data, including not only the actual synchrotron 

source, but also optical elements interacting with the beam in front of the 

optics in question. 

3.2 Deep X-ray lithography 

The presented optics have been produced via deep X-ray lithography [23], 

[24], at the Accelerator Test Facility and Synchrotron Radiation Source at 

KIT (referred to as KARA in the following). 

At IMT – the birth place of the X-ray LIGA (Lithographie, Galvanoformung, 

Abformung) process [25], [26] that is summarised in Figure 3-1 – as lens 

material an epoxy based negative tone photosensitive resist [27] has been 

chosen, a sub-type of SU-8 [28], namely mr-X-50 from micro resist technol-

ogy GmbH, Berlin. Throughout the processing standard, 525 µm thick silicon 
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wafer served as substrates. Opposing a common misconception, mr-X-50 has 

proven having long-term radiation stability. Even at a level of 2 MJ/cm3 dose 

deposition [29], these lenses serve with convincingly long lifetime. 

As the first step of the practical fabrication, the designed layout has to be 

transferred onto an intermediate mask also known as low contrast mask. Low 

contrast in this case means enough absorption and sufficient contrast for the 

exposure of a 60-100 µm thick resist layer using 2.2-3.3 keV photon energy. 

3.2.1 Intermediate mask production 

The intermediate mask is normally made on a silicon carrier covered with a 

thin graphite layer, that acts as a barrier below the 2.3 µm thick titanium 

membrane, with a specially oxidised surface, serving for better adhesion of 

the resist. The photoresist in the case of the low contrast mask is PMMA 

950K A11 in the nominal thickness of 3 µm. The desired layout is written by 

an electron-beam writer into the resist layer, with precisely adopted parame-

ters to every single layout, depending on the structure size and shapes. As 

PMMA is a positive tone resist there is no need of post exposure bake, the 

sample can be – and should be – developed as soon as possible, avoiding 

further degradation of the structures. 

After being developed, dried and inspected, electroplating is the next step. 

The mask is plated with gold – acting later as X-ray absorber – because gold 

has a fairly high density and atomic number making it a good choice. The 

electroplated layer thickness has to be more than 1.8 µm thick at every posi-

tion on the mask. 

After the successful plating and stripping of the resist, the two most critical 

steps are ahead. First, an invar mask-frame has to be glued onto the surface of 

the titanium membrane. After this point the whole mask has to be lifted off 

the carrier substrate. The low adhesion graphite barrier – mentioned in the 

beginning – allows to lift-off the titanium membrane. As last step of the pro-

cessing, an inspection is done at a scanning electron microscope. If the mask 
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is concluded as successfully made, the working mask can be made in the 

following. 

 

Figure 3-1: Intermediate mask fabrication step-by-step [17] 
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3.2.2 Working mask production 

The high contrast mask is expected to provide sufficient contrast for an X-ray 

lithographic exposure into a few millimetres of resist thickness. As the work-

ing masks at IMT are used up to 12.4 keV of photon energy, the absorber 

thickness is required to be more than 24 µm. As this thickness cannot be 

written directly with an electron-beam writer, the intermediate mask is an 

unavoidable step in the production. 

Depending on the requirements, it is possible to change the tone at this point 

of the photoresist. If the end product – in our case the lenses themselves – are 

expected to be an inverted copy of the intermediate mask, then for the work-

ing mask a negative resist has to be chosen. For the example shown here 

negative photoresist is chosen for the working mask production. 

The working masks are produced on a 6 mm thick invar steel blank, contain-

ing on the front side the titanium layer that is coated with photoresist. The 

backside is machined, leaving a 2 mm thick material layer below the mask 

area, later to be etched away. 

Similarly to the intermediate mask production, a 2.3 µm thick titanium coat-

ing will act as conductive barrier for the electroplating step. After coating the 

substrate with the necessary 60 µm of mr-X, a step of soft bake has to be 

carried out to reduce the solvent content of the resist to an ideal level for 

further processing. After some days of rest, the exposure can take place at the 

LIGA 1 beamline at the synchrotron source KARA. This bending magnet 

source, combined with a chromium mirror has a peek intensity at 2.5 keV and 

can be used for patterning photoresist up to 150 µm thickness. After expo-

sure, the photoresist is not yet cross-linked. To initiate the cross linking pro-

cess, the exposure is followed by a post exposure bake step (PEB). After the 

PEB, development can take place in an organic developer bath. After drying 

and inspection, electroplating has to be carried out to get the prescribed gold 

thickness of more than 24 µm. After successful coating, the back of the invar 

substrate must be etched free to expose the titanium membrane that supports 
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the mask absorbers. The membrane is held at the edges by the invar steel 

frame. 

 

Figure 3-2: Working mask fabrication step-by-step [17] 

3.2.3 X-ray lens production 

The production of X-ray lenses by X-ray deep lithography follows the mask 

production in many steps. 

The base resist material for the lenses is arriving in the form of coated silicon 

substrates to our institute. The standard 4”, 525 µm silicon wafers used are 
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coated with 400, 800 or 2000 µm mr-X resist. These substrates can be used 

out-of-the-box for production. 

The standard size of layout area is 20 mm x 60 mm for lens production. After 

proper inspection, the substrates are being mounted in the X-ray scanner at 

the beamline LITHO 2 at the synchrotron source KARA. LITHO 2 has a 

fairly wide X-ray spectrum that has to be tailored to meet the required expo-

sure parameters. To shape the spectrum, a mirror, a beam stop and absorbing 

filters are inserted into the X-ray beam. Between the mirror and the sample, a 

5 mm thick beam stop is mounted in the centre of the synchrotron beam, to 

filter out most of the heat and low energy part of the spectrum. Additionally, 

to fine-tune the spectrum, four to sixteen layers of 17.5 µm thick aluminium 

foils are used in front of the mask. Between the working mask and the resist 

layer, an additional filter is placed. This contains additional two layers of 

17.5 µm aluminium and 50-125 µm of polyimide (Kapton® HN –

 CMC 70050, CMC Klebetechnik GmbH, Frankenthal). The whole set of 

resist, filters and mask is mounted into a holder that is placed directly into the 

X-ray scanner. The scanner moves the holder in vertical direction through the 

horizontal line-shaped X-ray beam of the synchrotron source to get constant 

intensity exposure in the entire layout area. After depositing the required 

dose, the post exposure bake (PEB) takes place to perform the crosslinking of 

the exposed areas. The PEB is carried out on a conventional laboratory hot-

plate. 

The hotplate program used for the lenses in this thesis has been the follow-

ing: 

 Two hours ramping up the temperature to 66°C 

 Keeping the temperature at 66°C for twenty hours 

 Letting the sample to cool down to 22°C in 6 hours 

In the next step, the unexposed resist residue is removed through chemical 

development. As mr-X is a negative resist, organic developer, propylene-

glycolmonomethyletheracetat (PGMEA) is used for this purpose. Depending 

on the resist thickness, the development times varies from two times 60 

minutes to three times 180 minutes, with the developer exchanged between 
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the steps. As last step of the development, a 60-minute isopropanol bath takes 

place, to make sure that all resist residues are washed away. After drying in a 

laboratory oven at 30 °C, the X-ray lens can be inspected. This is usually 

done with a standard light microscope. SEM-examination of the masks and 

optical microscopy inspection of the end results are proven to be sufficient to 

ensure the expected sidewall precision for the requirements of X-ray lenses 

[30]. 

3.3 Measurement of the refractive index for 

the lens materials  

To be able to design a lens one has to know the refractive index of the lens 

material. As this parameter has not been known before with the necessary 

accuracy and as the chemical composition of the resist is a trade secret and 

may vary from batch-to-batch, a method had to be developed to measure the 

relation between photon energy and refractive index of the photo sensitive 

resist mr-X-50. 

Figure 3-3 shows the basic setup of the measurement, simply based on 

Snell’s law. The resist material whose refractive index is to be measured is 

patterned as an array of hundreds of columns with a square cross-section and 

an edge length of about 100 µm. This test object is placed in the nearly paral-

lel beam of a synchrotron source. In front of the array, a pair of absorbing 

slits stops the incoming radiation down to form a beamlet of about the size of 

one column. This beamlet hits a row of the prisms and is by refraction divid-

ed into two separate beamlets. These beamlets travel through the row of 

prisms, then behind the array propagate and hit a detector. 

With the measured values d and h and the number of the columns with a 

square cross section, positioned in one row precisely on the optical axis, one 

has all necessary parameters to calculate the refractive index of the material 

at the photon energy at which the measurement was performed. As for most 

experiments in this field the alignment and positional accuracy is exception-
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ally crucial. The test object has to be precisely aligned with the optical axis of 

the whole setup. 

 

Figure 3-3: Sketch of the refractive index measurement setup; d is the test object and detector 
distance, h is the distance between the two separated parts of the beam at detector position 

The deflection angle can be calculated as the arcus tangent from the deviation 

of the beamlets from the optical axis, and the detector distance from the test 

object, assuming the distance d being very large compared to the length of 

the row of columns: 

𝛼 = tan−1
ℎ/2

𝑑
 (3.1) 

where α is the angle of deflection, h/2 is the halve distance between the two 

deflected beamlets on the detector perpendicular to the optical axis and d is 

the distance between detector and the test object. The value α is equal to the 

theoretical expected deflection based on Snell’s law. With respect to the 

number of elements of the test columns Ncolumns, the refractive power can be 

numerically reconstructed using equation (3.2). 
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𝛼 = 𝑁columns ∗ 𝛿P (3.2) 

with the deflection angle P caused by one column. Figure 3-4 shows the 

refraction of a ray hitting a prism with triangular cross-section, described by 

Snell’s law. The incident ray is refracted at both of the material boundaries, 

first as penetrating the prism and secondly as it is exiting on the right hand 

side [22]. 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Sketch of a ray refracted when propagating through a triangular prism to show the 

principle used for the refractive index measurement 

The deflection angle P is calculated to be  

𝛿𝑃 = 𝛾 − 𝛼1 − arcsin (
𝑛2

𝑛1

sin (𝛾 − arcsin (
𝑛1

𝑛2

sin𝛼1))) (3.3) 

In the case of the columns used to measure the refractive index the opening 

angle is γ=90°. 

Measured data 

The measurement took place at the Topo-Tomo beamline at the synchrotron 

source KARA. The test structure had 138 prisms in one 18 mm long row and 

its centre was 1287 mm away from the detector. The detector had an effective 

pixel size of 500 nm/pix. The resulting detector picture is shown in Fig-

ure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5: Refractive index measurement structures (400 µm high resist, column edge length 

100 µm) layout 1337_00_A0 at 10 keV; radiography with the detector close to the structure (left) 
and with a structure to detector distance of 1.287 m (right) 

As an example 10 keV photon energy will be considered in the following. 

Along the measurement, six rows have been examined. The measured dis-

tances d between the two deflected beamlets on the detector were 1950 µm, 

1965 µm, 1947 µm, 1968µm, 1947 µm and 1968 µm. The average dis-

tance h/2 from the optical axis at the detector plane is 979 µm with a standard 

deviation of 0.49 %. This results in a deflection angle of α = 0.04389° using 

formula (3.1). The ratio of the length of the row of columns to the detector 

distance of 18 mm / 1287 mm ≈ 0.014, thus the approximation in formula 

(3.1) is quite good. Taking the length of the test array into account, we get a 

deflection α = 0.04327°. Based on this a decrement of the index of refraction 

of δ = 2.736·10-6. From the data set of decrements and photon energies, the 

decrement of the index of refraction of the SU-8 resist type mr-X-50 with 

400 µm resist thickness can be interpolated as: 

𝛿 =
0.00027142 (keV2) 

𝐸2
 (3.4) 

where E is the photon energy in keV. This experiment will be repeated multi-

ple times for application requiring accurate refractive properties of the mate-

rial. In this context, error bars will be established in the future.  

3.4 Fabrication limitations 

The main limitation of deep X-ray lithography today is the maximum achiev-

able aspect ratio of the structures. Aspect ratio is the ratio between the height 
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and the edge length or diameter of an element. The taller an element is the 

more likely it will collapse or stick to its neighbours because of the acting 

capillary forces during drying after development see Figure 3-6. As it has 

been shown in chapter 2.4.2, absorption is a function of the material thick-

ness, so less material means significantly less absorption in a lens. The height 

restriction of the prisms limits the useable aperture and thus in focusing ap-

plications limits the achievable minimal focal spot size. 

 

Figure 3-6: SEM image of prisms stuck together due to capillary forces occurring during drying 

after development 

In the case of standard processing for prism structures an aspect ratio of 11 

has been achieved in 2008 [31]. 

3.5 Reinforcement of XPLs 

This work concentrates on focusing or enlargement of X-ray beams in verti-

cal and in horizontal direction. In the case of prism lenses, this requires posi-
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tioning two line-focus XPLs behind each other, rotated by 90° around the 

optical axis. Thus, for both lens halves, the height of the prisms has to be 

equal to the aperture of the optics, to get a square aperture. Additionally, as 

the absorption should be kept as low as possible, the cross section of the 

prisms has to be minimized. This requires fabricating much higher aspect 

ratios than ever before.  

State of the art 

Applying freeze-drying as the last step of fabrication can help realizing high 

aspect ratio microstructures. Freeze-drying avoids the formation of a menis-

cus between neighbour prisms during the drying process and thus capillary 

forces leading to a coagulation of the prisms. However, freeze-drying can 

only be used for small prism cross-sections, as adhesion problems between 

substrate and structure occur with larger cross-sections due to different coef-

ficients of thermal expansion. Thanks to freeze-drying, a maximum aspect 

ratio of 30 was achieved for freestanding prisms pillars with 10 µm edge 

length in 2015 [32]. 

As the substrate contains mostly more than only one lens, after development, 

the lenses have to be separated from each other. The separation of the indi-

vidual lenses takes place using a regular wafer dicing saw. This device uses a 

water bath to submerge the substrate for the time of dicing to cool the saws’ 

blade. Therefore, the capillary forces will act on the microstructures again, 

when submerging the substrate in the dicing bath. Completing the whole 

fabrication process wet-in-wet and then freeze-drying on the last step is prac-

tically not feasible at IMT, also with regard to the different liquids used in 

different process steps. Furthermore, the saws’ vibrations and acting forces 

commuted by the liquid put a significant load on the structures further chal-

lenging the adhesion on the substrate. Consequently, freeze-drying cannot be 

the solution to produce very high aspect ratio prism structures. 

Another partial solution – by introducing an exposed cover layer – led to a 

successful realization of aspect ratios of up to 60, shown in Figure 3-7 [22]. 

This lens is built up of 15 µm edge length prisms, with 15 µm gap between 

them.  
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Figure 3-7: SEM image showing the impact of stabilizing with a cover layer [22] 

 

Possible solutions 

Two different solutions have been investigated within this work and will be 

shown in the following. 

The first idea is to have a sponge-like matrix surrounding and connecting the 

lens elements. The only difference to the standard deep X-ray lithography 

method is the step of coating the resist. The open-pored matrix is soaked with 

resist instead of spin coating a flat substrate. After this step, the processing is 

more or less the same. The resulting matrix containing the microstructures 

would be more stable when handling the lens. 

The second idea is simply having reinforcement structures embedded in the 

prism array. Figure 3-8 shows prisms connected with inclined supporting 

planes to lower the freestanding height of the prisms. One of the advantages 

of this approach, that the standardized lens fabrication process can be applied. 
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Figure 3-8: Principle of structural reinforcement using helping planes 

 

Realisation of the matrix reinforcement 

Two matrix materials have been tested as promising candidates for this ap-

proach. The first matrix is reticulated open cell polyethylene foam with the 

nominal porosity of 90 ppi (pores per inch). The SEM image of the raw sam-

ple can be seen in Figure 3-9. This particular sample has a thickness of 2 mm. 

 

Figure 3-9: Reticulated polyethylene foam with 90 ppi nominal porosity as base material 
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As shown in Figure 3-10, the sample was successfully processed. Unfortu-

nately, 90 ppi of porosity leads to 282 µm of nominal pore size, that is exces-

sively high to carry out this experiment with prisms, so lamellas have been 

used as first test elements with a size of 25 µm along the short edge. An as-

pect ratio of 80 has been successfully achieved for grating lamellas with the 

thickness of 25 µm and a height of 2 mm. 

 

Figure 3-10: Reinforced lamella structures with an aspect ratio of 80 in polyethylene foam 

As a second attempt reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) foam has been used 

with more favourable 300 ppi of nominal porosity to be able to test the prin-

ciple on XPLs with for example only 20 µm prism edge lengths as well. A 

SEM image is shown of the carbon foam in Figure 3-11. 

 

Figure 3-11: Reticulated Vitreous Carbon (RVC) foam with the nominal porosity of 300 ppi 
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As one can see in Figure 3-12 an XPL layout has been copied into a 5 mm 

thick RVC matrix. The edge length of the prisms is 20 µm; the achieved 

aspect ratio is 250. This method has been patented in 2017 [33]. A major 

limitation of this method is the high background, due to the significant scat-

tering introduced by the reinforcement matrix. 

 

Figure 3-12: X-ray radiograph of two XPLs in 300 ppi RVC foam with an aspect ratio of 250 

 

Realisation of supporting planes 

Before a lens could be fabricated, using this method, the thickness, density, 

and inclination angle of the supporting planes had to be decided on. As 

transmission is essential, minimizing the loss is a high priority. 

In the following, the overall absorption of the reinforcement system will be 

calculated. Beer-Lambert law gives 

𝐼1 = 𝐼0 ∗ e−𝜇𝜌𝑑 (3.5) 

where µ is the mass absorption or attenuation coefficient of the lens material, 

ρ is its density and d is the thickness of the penetrated material. Prior experi-

ments have shown that with the aimed prism edge length of 20 µm, the col-

umns are stable up to roughly 200 µm [31]. So a stabilizing structure pitch of 

400 µm has been chosen, as the prism segments are supported at top and 

bottom. With these parameters and basic geometry principles, the optimal 
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inclination of the supporting planes to the substrate can be calculated. The 

computed result for a typical example setup can be seen in Figure 3-13. Sup-

porting planes parallel to the substrate would obviously be optimal. However, 

such planes cannot be exposed lithographically.  

 

Figure 3-13: Example of the total transmission of 10 µm thick supporting planes for a 60 mm 
long optics made of mr-X-50 resist at 15 keV and 400 µm pitch 

As at IMT inclined deep X-ray lithography exposure is restricted to ± 45°, the 

best achievable value has been chosen to 45°. Figure 3-14 shows a detail of 

the working mask used for the fabrication of the supporting planes. This 

particular mask has been made on 2.3 µm of Ti membrane, having the mini-

mal Au absorber thickness of 24 µm. 
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Figure 3-14: SEM image of the working mask for structuring the supporting planes (layout no. 

1470_00_A0) 

Figure 3-15 shows a side view SEM-image of 10 µm thick supporting planes 

and the supported prisms with 20 µm edge length. One can clearly see the 

straightness of the prisms all along the depth. 

 

Figure 3-15: SEM-image of supporting planes, side view 

Figure 3-16 shows a realisation of a prism lens with structural stabilizing 

planes and prisms. In the lower right part of the picture, an area without sup-

porting planes is visible. In this area, the prisms are sticking together due to 

the capillary forces acting during the drying process. In the left side area with 

supporting planes the structure is ordered as it should be. 
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Figure 3-16: Focus-stacked photo of an XPL with supporting planes; the inset shows the border 

between an area with supporting planes (left) and an area with only prisms (right) 

Figure 3-17 shows a top view of the prisms in Figure 3-16 with supporting 

planes (left side) and disordered without supporting planes (right side).  

 

Figure 3-17: The effect of supporting planes on 20 µm prisms, top view 
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4 Focusing with X-ray prism lenses 

For focusing X-rays above 8 keV, to use CRLs (Figure 4-1) is one of the 

possible choices, as it has been shown in chapter 2.4. 

 

Figure 4-1: A spot focusing CRL mounted from two ±90° exposed line focus lenses 

The main attribute making them well suited for this application is the de-

creasing absorption of the lens material for higher photon energies. Some 

CRLs achieved focal spot sizes in the 10 nm range [34]. The effective aper-

ture of refractive optics is limited by absorption (Figure 4-2). 

 

Figure 4-2: Transmission T of a CRL over the physical aperture A; the effective aperture is 
smaller than the physical aperture 
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One way to address this problem is to use X-ray Prism Lenses (XPL) [1]. 

Depending on the application, XPLs can be designed for full field illumina-

tion of a sample in X-ray microscopy or also for illuminating a small focal 

spot. Up to this point, the focal spot size has been limited to the effective 

height of the cross section of the prisms. In the following, a method is shown 

how to overcome this limitation. 

4.1 Aim and main challenges 

The aim is to achieve the smallest possible focal spot size and at the same 

time to concentrate as many photons in its area as possible. In other words, to 

increase the photon density in the focal spot. The first aspect of the challenge 

is to achieve a small focal spot size. As shown in chapter 2.4.3 the focal spot 

size of XPLs is limited by the effective cross section of the prisms. Normally 

this means, that the prisms shall be as small in cross section as possible. On 

the other hand, the entrance aperture of the lens should be as big as possible, 

or in other words, the prisms have to be as tall as possible. Thus, the width 

and the height of the lens should be equal and maximized (see Figure 4-3). 

Additionally, the prism cross section should be minimized to reduce absorp-

tion. 

 

Figure 4-3: A model of a 2D crossed XPL for point focusing purposes, showing the height 

requirements for the individual lens halves 
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The main advantage of using XPLs instead of CRLs is the difference in effec-

tive aperture, as a result of the reduced material thickness in the outermost 

areas of the aperture. The main disadvantage is the limited focal spot size. 

The prism rows do not intrinsically focus the radiation. Each prism row of an 

XPLs only redirects the incoming beam towards the focal spot, thus accumu-

lating intensity in the focal spot. Figure 4-4 shows the difference between a 

focussing CRL and a prims only redirecting the incoming beamlet. 

 

Figure 4-4: The difference in beam interaction visualized in the case of a CRL element (left) 

and an XPL element (right) 

In short, the state of the art prism optics has a strict trade-off between spot 

size and effective aperture. To achieve a higher Spectral Intensity Enhance-

ment (SIE) [35] and smaller focal spot size, a new approach had to be found 

to decouple the spot size from the prism cross-section. 

4.2 New concept  

As a solution, a system has been developed in which common XPL elements 

are combined with small, double-parabolic, concave elements (µCRLs) with 

an aperture in the size of the prism height. 

The basic idea of the design is to combine the beamlet redirecting behaviour 

of a prism row with the focusing capability of parabolic elements, so break-

ing down the problem to two sub-problems. With proper design, it can be 

achieved that a certain prism row of the XPL deflects the incoming beamlet 

precisely towards the focal spot and at the end of each prism row, a set of a 
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few µCRLs focuses this beamlet to further reduce the focal spot size. Com-

bining the two principles, the physical size of the prism cross-section is no 

longer the limiting the focal spot size. Figure 4-5 shows the proposed solu-

tion. 

 

Figure 4-5: Proposed arrangement of the structures with double parabolic elements in each of 

the prism rows 

Figure 4-6 shows a SEM image of the relevant part of an intermediate mask, 

used for the fabrication of such optics. 

 

Figure 4-6: SEM image of a deep X-ray lithography intermediate mask, showing the prism 

rows plus µCRLs focusing lens concept 
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Within this chapter we apply thin lens approximation, i.e. the length of the 

lens along the optical axis is negligible in respect to the focal distance. The 

working distance of a prism row for a very distant source point is: 

𝑓prism row =
ℎ

tan(𝑁row · P)
 (4.1) 

where h is the distance of the prism row from the optical axis at the entrance 

aperture, Nrow is the number of the prisms in the row and δp is the angle of 

deflection of a single prism. The focal length of a CRL is 

𝑓CRL =
𝑅

2  𝑁CRL

 (4.2) 

where R is the radius of curvature in the centre of the parabola, δ is the re-

fractive index decrement of the lens material and NCRL is the number of para-

bolic lens elements. To combine the two effects, for each single prism row 

the focal distance of the µCRLs is chosen to meet the XPLs focal plane. 

Another aspect to consider is the transmission of a lens like this. The absorp-

tion of the whole system can be computed as the sum of the XPL and the 

µCRL absorption part. 

The principle arrangement of a conventional XPL lens is shown in Fig-

ure 4-7. As a ray entering a prism row is deflected by the first prism by the 

angle P, then travels to the next prism, is deflected again and so on, the opti-

cal path of the ray through the XPL is a polygon. This polygon can be ap-

proximated by a circle with a radius in the metre range. 
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Figure 4-7: Principle drawing of a conventional XPL lens; hP is the effective cross section height 
of a prism, dg is the gap between prisms, lP is the prism cross section edge length, Ai is the dis-

tance of the first prism row from the optical axis, A is the aperture, Aa is the half aperture and L is 

the total length of the XPL 

The layout is designed that every single prism is rotated so that the base edge 

of it is parallel to the local incident ray. Fulfilling this criterion, the transmis-

sion of an ideal single prism is [22] 

𝑇prism =
1

ℎP

∫ 𝑒−
4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 2 tan(
𝛾
2
)ℎ

ℎ𝑃

0

𝑑ℎ (4.3) 

where h is the distance of an incident ray from the tip of the prism pointing 

towards the optical axis, hP is the height of the prism perpendicular to the 

optical axis, γ is the opening angle of the prism, β is the extinction coefficient 

of the prism material and E is the photon energy in keV. All the length units 

are measured in micrometres. 

In practice, a zero radius corner or edge cannot be realised. Technically the 

X-ray lithography process adds fillets with a radius of about rP = 300 nm to 

all edges. Figure 4-8 shows a prism with fillets. Only the prism area of height 

hP - d0 - du will transmit the incoming rays to the wanted direction. Approxi-

mating the worst case all the light entering the rounded areas at the corners 

will be considered as lost, as it will be scattered in random directions. 
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Figure 4-8: Cross section of a real life prism with fillets 

Including all physical constrains to the layout design the transmission of a 

single, physically realisable prism is 

𝜂prism =
1

ℎP

∫ 𝑒−
4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 2 tan(
𝛾
2
)ℎ

ℎP−𝑑o

𝑑u

𝑑ℎ (4.4) 

where 

𝑑o = 𝑟P [1 + sin (
𝛾

2
)] (4.5) 

and 

𝑑u = 𝑟P
cos2 (

𝛾
2
)

sin (
𝛾
2
)

 . (4.6) 

The overall transmission of one prism row can be calculated as 

𝜂prismrow =
1

ℎP

∫ 𝑒−𝑁p
4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 2 tan(
𝛾
2
)ℎ 𝑑ℎ

ℎP−𝑑o

𝑑u

 (4.7) 
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where Np is the number of prisms in the particular row. As the transmission 

for a complete XPL: 

𝜂XPL = ∑ [
1

ℎP

∫ 𝑒−𝑁p(𝑛)
4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 2 tan (
𝛾
2
)ℎ 𝑑ℎ

ℎP−𝑑o

𝑑u

]
𝑁row

𝑛=1
 (4.8) 

In the following, the absorption of the µCRLs will be investigated. Figure 4-9 

shows the difference between an ideal and a real CRL element. 

 

Figure 4-9: Cross section of an ideal (left) and real (right) CRL element 

Regarding to fillets the same applies as before. With the radius of curvature 

in the parabolas' apex R and the half of the web c, the height z at the corners 

of the perfect parabola is 

𝑧 =
𝑥2

2𝑅
+ 𝑐 =

(ℎP/2)2

2𝑅
+ 𝑐 (4.9) 

with the x-direction along the optical axis, the z-direction perpendicular to it 

and the origin positioned in the centre of the lens element. The slope of the 

parabola is 

𝑧′ =
𝑥

𝑅
 (4.10) 

and the distance s between the centre point of the fillet to the intersection of 

the rounding and the parabola itself along x is 
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𝑠 = 𝑟P sin (tan−1
𝑥0

𝑅
) (4.11) 

where x0 is the distance between the optical axis and the intersection of the 

parabola and the fillet 

𝑥0 =
ℎ𝑃

2
− 𝑟P − 𝑠 =

ℎ𝑃

2
− 𝑟P [1 + sin (tan−1

𝑥0

𝑅
)]. (4.12) 

In other terms the effective height d of a fillet along x is 

𝑑 = 𝑠 + 𝑟P = 𝑟P [1 + sin (tan−1
𝑥0

𝑅
)] = 𝑟P

[
 
 
 

1 +

𝑥0

𝑅

√(
𝑥0

𝑅
)

2

+ 1]
 
 
 

. (4.13) 

As the intersection point is calculated from the equation of the circle and the 

parabola 

𝑎2𝑥 + 𝑐 = √𝑅2 − [𝑥 − (𝐴 − 𝑅)]2. (4.14) 

 

𝑥2

2𝑅
+ 𝑐 = √𝑅2 − [𝑥 − (𝑥𝑜 + 𝑠)]2 + 𝑧𝑜 − 𝑧1. (4.15) 

with  

𝑧1 =
𝑠𝑅

𝑥𝑜

. (4.16) 

The overall transmission of one row of parabolas without fillets is 

𝜂μCRLrow(ideal) =
2

ℎP

∫ 𝑒
−𝑁CRL 

4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 (
 ℎ2

2𝑅
)
𝑑ℎ

ℎP/2

0

 (4.17) 

and with fillets is 
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𝜂μCRLrow =
1

2(ℎP − 𝑑)
∫ 𝑒−𝑁CRL 

4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 2 (𝑎ℎ2+𝑐) 𝑑ℎ

ℎP−𝑑

𝑑−ℎP

 (4.18) 

with the tangent at the intersection is 

2𝑎𝑥 =
𝑑

𝑑𝑥
√𝑅2 − [𝑥 − (𝐴 − 𝑅)]2 (4.19) 

concluded 

2𝑎𝑥 =
𝐴 − 𝑅 − 𝑥

√𝑅2 − (𝑅 − 𝐴 + 𝑥)2
 (4.20) 

As the transmission for the complete section of µCRLs ending up in 

𝜂μCRL = ∑ [
1

2(ℎP − 𝑑)
∫ 𝑒−𝑁CRL(𝑛) 

4𝜋𝛽𝐸
1.239

 2 (𝑎ℎ2+𝑐) 𝑑ℎ

ℎP−𝑑

𝑑−ℎP

]
𝑁row

𝑛=1
 (4.21) 

The transmission of the whole lens is 

𝜂lens = 𝜂XPL ∙ 𝜂μCRL (4.22) 

4.3 Realization  

Two layouts (IMT no. 1351_00_A0 and no. 1574_00_A0) have been devel-

oped and two sets of lenses have been fabricated within the project. For the 

first attempt, layout 1351_00_A0 has been designed for three different pho-

ton energies, namely 15.816 keV, 17.764 keV and 21.747 keV. For each 

photon energy, four different optics have been realized varying in prism size 

with 8 µm, 10 µm and 20 µm edge lengths. Besides this, a fourth set of lenses 

was included as a combination of 20 µm edge length prisms with matching 
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µCRLs, overall counting twelve individual lenses. The layout can be seen on 

Figure 4-10. The prism height is 150 µm without supporting planes. 

 

Figure 4-10: Overall image of layout 1351_00_A0 (top), a magnified image showing the 

combination of prisms and µCRLs (bottom) 

As for the second set of lenses, a new layout (IMT no. 1574_00_A0) has 

been developed, with the introduction of supporting planes. In this way, the 

vertical prism height limitation has been overcome. The lenses are made for a 

working distance of 400 mm and for the energies shown with the layout in 

Figure 4-11. The white rectangular blocks aside the prism fields are im-

portant for the supporting planes. These structures are relatively big com-

pared to the prism cross section and were introduced to protect the prisms 

from any damage during processing, especially during dicing. Furthermore, 

these blocks serve as an anchor for the supporting planes. The lenses have 

been made 800 µm tall, with a set of supporting planes. 
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Figure 4-11: Image of layout 1574_00_A0 (top) and a photograph showing the finished glass 

substrate, carrying ten lenses 

Figure 4-12 shows SEM images of the intermediate mask of layout 

1574_00_A0. 

  

Figure 4-12: SEM image of the mask for layout 1574_00_A0 (left), magnified (right) 
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4.4 Results 

In simulations based on a setup with a point source model, a focal spot size 

< 1.5 µm FWHM has been achieved, using 60°-prisms with 20 µm edge 

length, combined with 17.3 µm high double parabolic elements (µCRLs), see 

Figure 4-10. The lens 1351_00_A0 #3 used in the simulations, has been de-

signed for 15.816 keV and contains an integer number of identical prisms in 

every row and therefore the working distance for every row can result in only 

discrete values. Consequently, this leads to an increased focal spot size. The 

~1.5 µm size is the result of this limitation. 

 

Figure 4-13: Raytracing result on the focal spot size of lens 1351_00_A0 #3 that combines 

20 µm edge length prisms with 17.3 µm high µCRLs, using a point source model 

Further simulations were calculated to investigate the influence of a real 

source and beam line optics to the overall results. 
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Figure 4-14: Schematic of the optical layout of SPring-8 beamline BL35XU at the time of the 

experiment including a pre-focusing mirror and the XPL. The beam propagates from left to right. 

Beamline and source data is shown in Figure 4-14. The setup uses a pre-

focusing mirror. 

Figure 4-15 shows the results of a simulation using a real source model of the 

horizontal direction of the beamline BL35XU at the SPring-8 synchrotron 

source. The simulated focal spot size is ~9.3 µm FWHM. The simulated 

overall transmission of the lens was 77 %. For a CRL with the same 2 mm 

entrance aperture, with the same focal distance of 400 mm designed for 

15.816 keV the overall transmission would only be 14 %. 

The XPL has been tested at SPring-8 in the beamline BL35XU. For the simu-

lated XPL of lens 1351_00_A0 #3, a focal spot size of 15.1 µm (full width 

half maximum) and a transmission of 78 % have been measured in acceptable 

agreement with the simulations as it is shown Figure 4-16. 
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Figure 4-15: Raytracing result on the focal spot size of lens 1351_00_A0 #3 that combines 
20 µm edge length prisms with 17.3 µm high µCRLs, based on a real source model 

 

Figure 4-16: Measurement data of lens 1351_00_A0 #3 
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Regarding to the second layout (1574_00_A0) and 800 µm structures realised 

with supporting planes, the measurement data shows significantly more 

~80 % stray light background, as shown in Figure 4-17. A focal spot size of 

~20 µm (full width half maximum) and a transmission of >60 % have been 

measured. 

 

Figure 4-17: Measurement data of lens 1574_00_A0 #3, showing a focal spot size of  

~20 µm FWHM 

4.5 Summary focusing prism lenses 

It has been shown, that with proper design, wide aperture focusing optics can 

be successfully fabricated as a combination of prisms and µCRLs. The newly 

designed optics provides major advantages in transmission and acceptable 
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incident beam size. Although in the work only one-dimensional (line focus-

ing) cases have been covered, there is no limitation for a two-dimensional 

(point focus) application. 

The supporting planes are introducing a significant amount of stray light. In a 

focusing application stray light is disadvantageous, in other applications (e. g. 

full field microscopy) might even contribute to a homogeneous illumination.  

Further development possibilities would be to overcome the limitations relat-

ed to the integer number of prisms in each single row. The radius of the 

µCRLs as well as the angle of the prisms could be fine-tuned in a two-stage 

computation. When in the first pass the necessary prism number is estab-

lished, based on this value the above mentioned parameters, i.e. the prism 

angle could be tailored in a way that the working distance of the XPL would 

perfectly fit the requested value. 
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5 Condenser optics for full field 

microscopy 

Microscopy is a technique to investigate objects, mainly surfaces of objects 

that cannot be seen with the naked eye. In the field of X-ray microscopy, this 

investigation is not limited to only the surface, as X-rays penetrate materials 

easier than visible light. Besides this, X-ray microscopy can provide better 

spatial resolution than conventional optical microscopy, as the wavelength of 

X-rays is magnitudes smaller than for visible light, leads to a much smaller 

diffraction limit. In the following, the discussion will focus only on full field 

microscopy using a dedicated imaging optical element (objective lens) [36]. 

In Figure 5-1 shows a full field X-ray microscope. The setup includes an 

X-ray source, optional illumination optics, a sample, an objective lens imag-

ing the sample to the scintillator plane of a detector system. The scintillator 

converts the X-rays into visible light and the detector system images the 

visible light image of the sample to a CCD-detector, which converts the light 

into electrical signals. 
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Figure 5-1: Full field X-ray microscope setup; 1: condenser lens, 2: sample, 3: aperture, 

4: objective lens, 5: scintillator, 6: 45° deflection mirror, 7: conventional microscope objective, 
8: CCD-detector [37] 

In this chapter the design of an illumination optics will be explained, that is 

tailored to one specific objective lens. 

5.1 Aim and main challenges 

The purpose of the illumination optics is twofold. On one hand, it has to 

collect and distribute homogeneously as many photons as possible onto the 

sample. On the other hand, each point of the sample must be illuminated, that 

it radiates in such a way, that it fully illuminates the entrance aperture of the 

objective. The ray distribution leaving the sample has to be accepted by the 

imaging optics. 
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The advantage of using a condenser is twofold as well. Thanks to the higher 

number of photons passing through the sample, the acquisition time can be 

shorter. Secondly, the resolution bmin of the image increases as well with the 

optimized angular ray distribution. Based on the Rayleigh criterion, for round 

objectives the following applies: 

𝑏min =
1.22𝜆

𝑁𝐴condenser + 𝑁𝐴objective

 (5.1) 

where λ is the wavelength and NA the Numerical Aperture 

𝑁𝐴 = 𝑛 ∗ sin
𝛼

2
 (5.2) 

where α is the angular aperture and n is the refractive index of the medium 

surrounding the lens. The Abbe diffraction limit is 

𝑏min =
𝜆

2𝑁𝐴
 (5.3) 

if the numerical aperture of the condenser and the objective are equal [38]. 

CRLs for the X-ray regime are thick lenses with lengths easily up to 100 mm 

and physical apertures mostly in the range of only a few hundred micro me-

tres. The ratio of aperture and lens length is fairly small. As a consequence, 

the acceptance angle changes from point to point especially at the outermost 

areas of the aperture. Therefore, it has to be computed for every point of the 

field of view. In Figure 5-2 one can see the typical acceptance regime of a 

CRL used as an objective lens. As it is shown, there is a significant difference 

in the angular distribution of accepted rays for points more distant to the 

optical axis. 
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Figure 5-2: Example of the angular acceptance α of a CRL objective lens, αU shows the upper-
most, αL shows the lowest ray entering the aperture [37] 

As shown by the uppermost and lowest ray, both the divergence and the di-

rection change from point to point from the centre towards the edges of the 

field of view. The reason for this is a combination of the fact that the field of 

view of the lens is not significantly smaller than the entrance aperture of the 

CRLs and that the lens is very long. 

If an experiment relies only on the raw, slightly divergent beam of a synchro-

tron source, each point of the sample will contribute with nearly only one 

angle to the imaging. Such a microscopy setup looks like full field imaging, 

but in reality is a shadow projection setup with a twofold lower resolution 

compared to a real full field microscope. However, the resolution does not 

have to be sacrificed if the illumination is well adapted to the acceptance 
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angles of the imaging optics, namely the spatial and angular distribution of 

the optical radiation has to be optimised. 

Nowadays, many options are given to concentrate the photons of the source 

onto the sample, although most of these do not provide an optimal solution, 

as a full-field microscope condenser. In many experiments one can see a CRL 

being used as illumination optics, with the sample simply placed after it, off 

focus, so the beam covers the whole object [39]. 

Dedicated condensers, for example poly-capillaries [40] are no optimal solu-

tions either. These optics redirect the incoming beam by multiple reflections 

in bent capillaries without changing the divergence of the beamlets. A conse-

quence is their fairly short working distance, mostly not compatible with the 

acceptance profile of long CRL lenses. Furthermore, the efficiency of poly-

capillaries decreases for photon energies above about 15 keV, as their reflec-

tivity lowers for higher energies. 

Another possible condenser would be a straightforward standard XPL. De-

spite the fact that the redirection of light would certainly be better than using 

a simple off-focus CRL, most of the light brought to the sample would not 

contribute to the image, as most of the beamlets hitting the sample would not 

enter the objective lens and would not reach the detector. 

5.2 New concept  

As a solution for an optimized condenser a system has been developed com-

parable to the one explained in chapter 4. The condenser optics is built up 

from conventional prisms and µCRLs, their number changing from prism 

row to prism row, dependent on the local optical requirements. The main 

difference is that for focusing double-concave lenses have been used, where-

as in this case double-convex lenses were used as µCRLs, to achieve the 

required beam distribution (Figure 5-3).  
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Figure 5-3: Drawing of the proposed arrangement of the structures 

Two main design requirements have to be fulfilled. First, every prism row 

points towards an individual target height at the objectives entrance aperture. 

Second, the local beamlets' divergence is adapted to the accepted angular 

distribution at the entrance point of the objective CRL. To meet the target 

height at the objectives entrance aperture, the number of necessary prisms in 

the actual row can be computed exactly as explained in chapter 4. The only 

difference is that in this situation instead of aiming at the optical axis at the 

working distance, now the target is a certain point at the entrance aperture of 

the imaging lens. 

Then, looking at a specific prism row of the condenser, the angular range of 

rays in the local beamlet is defined, which can pass the objective successful-

ly. To cover as much as possible of this range, the beamlet leaving a prism 

row will be diverted by multiple biconvex µCRL elements according to the 

necessary angular range at this point. 

The entrance aperture Acondenser and the working distance wdcondenser of an XPL 

condenser are related to the entrance aperture Aobjective of the objective and the 

working distance wdobjective between the sample and the objective CRL via 

𝑤𝑑condenser

𝐴condenser

≈
𝑤𝑑objective

𝐴objective

 (5.4) 
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Since many parameters enter into the design of a condenser XPL, such as the 

photon energy, the lens material, the distances between source, sample and 

objective lens, as well as the parameters of the objective CRL. Thus, the 

optimal solution cannot be achieved in a straightforward way, but iteratively. 

Several condenser layouts were realized. The characteristic parameters of the 

XPL condensers are listed in appendix A. 

5.3 Realization 

A layout (IMT no. 1482_00_A0) has been developed and a set of lenses has 

been fabricated within the project. 18 half-lenses have been produced on one 

single substrate, see Figure 5-4. They have been fabricated with supporting 

planes. Every lens half was designed as a combination of varying edge length 

prisms with matching µCRLs, with slightly different working distances. As 

this type of lens cannot be cross-mounted, as it has been shown in Figure 4-1 

for CRL objective lenses, the two lens halves for vertical and horizontal di-

rection have to be mounted after each other, resulting in spatial distance be-

tween them along the optical axis. As the two half-lenses have to illuminate 

the same sample plane, it is necessary to have a different working distance 

for each of the half-lenses. 

A short summary of the basic parameters of the condensers can be seen in 

Table 5-1. More detailed parameters of the lens layout can be found in ap-

pendix A. 
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Table 5-1: Input parameters for the condenser design regarding to the objective lens 
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1st D 2nd D 1st D 
2nd 

D 

1 1278 #4 17.4 453 483 100 77 1000 1060 

2 1278 #6 30 585 650 100 65 1000 1100 

3 1465 #2 13 263 294 150 60 1000 1100 

4 1465 #5 17.4 117 156 400 80 1000 1200 

5 1465 #7 24 587 642 150 150 1000 1080 

6 (R6 µm) 1465 #11 30 658 720 150 150 1000 1080 

7 WürzB 9.3 492 524 80 70 1000 1080 

8 (R2 µm) 1465 #11 30 658 720 150 150 1000 1080 

As it can be seen in Figure 5-4, the lens layout has been designed including 

side blocks to keep the possibility of combining it with supporting planes for 

high aspect ratio prisms. 
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Figure 5-4: Overall image of layout 1482_00_A0. The two first half-lenses in the top left corner 

are without, all other half-lenses with the inclusion of side blocks as anchors for the supporting 
planes 

Figure 5-5 shows an image of the working mask that has been used for the 

exposure of the resist. As most of the masks, this particular one as well has 

been made on 2.3 µm thick titanium foil as the carrier membrane. 

 

Figure 5-5: Partial SEM image showing the innermost area of the working mask of layout 

1482_00_A0 
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Figure 5-6: SEM image of one lens of layout 1482_00_A0 

Figure 5-6 shows the completed lens combined with some supporting planes 

allowing for an overall height of 816 µm, thus a two-dimensional 816 µm 

square entrance aperture is feasible. With a prism edge length of 18 µm, this 

means an aspect ratio of 45. 

5.4 Results 

The 3rd lens of layout 1482_00_A0 (see Table 5-1) will serve as an example 

of the simulation results. For the simulation as in the other cases, ZEMAX 

has been used. All of the relevant parameters are listed in Table 5-1 and ap-

pendix A. The lens has 20 µm edge length prisms and adapted biconvex 

µCRLs. The overall transmission of the lens is 54 %. Figure 5-7 shows the 

simulated behaviour of the lens. On the left side of Figure 5-7 one can see the 

incident 200 µm x 1000 µm beam (horizontal x vertical) at the condensers’ 

entrance aperture whilst on the right side the concentrated beam at sample 

position covers the expected 150 µm x 150 µm field of view. 
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Figure 5-7: Simulation results of the 3rd lens of layout 1482_00_A0, designed for matching the 

2nd objective lens of layout 1465_00_A0; incident beam at condenser entrance aperture (left) and 
beam cross section at sample position (right) 

The simulation only shows the effect of the condenser concentrating the 

incoming beam in the sample plane, compressing it mainly in vertical direc-

tion as it was planned and expected. The adaptation of the angular distribu-

tion to the angular acceptance of the objective is not included in the figure. 

The experiment to determine the performance of the optics took place in 

Hamburg, at the synchrotron source of PETRA III at DESY. Working to-

gether with the beamline scientists of the beamline P05 useful data has been 

acquired and demonstrate the first step in the development of such condenser 

optics. 

The experiment was conducted at 17.4 keV, using the adapted objective lens. 

Additionally, all of the following images have been captured at detector posi-

tion in a true X-ray microscope setup. Figure 5-8 shows that the illumination 

is far from being homogeneous. 
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Figure 5-8: Measured intensity distribution of the 1st condenser lens of layout 1482_00_A0, for 

the 4th objective lens of layout 1278_00_A0; without (left) and with a diffusor (right); the scale 
shows the dimensions in the sample plane 

This is due to two different factors. First – as for the first iteration of the 

optics – the absorption of objective lens and condenser have been neglected. 

This was necessary to limit the computation time and to be able to get a bet-

ter understanding of what exactly happens in such a complex system as the 

combination of illumination prism lens and CRL objective. 

The second – and more significant factor– is the incident beam intensity 

distribution itself. The beam cross section both in horizontal and vertical 

direction – assuming an undulator source – has a slightly diverging behav-

iour; additionally, the vertical intensity distribution follows a Gaussian distri-

bution. This means that most photons are concentrated on the optical axis, 

while as the distance from the optical axis increases, fewer and fewer photons 

enter the aperture of the optics. As it has been explained earlier [37], the 

more diffuse the illumination on the sample, the better image quality can be 

expected. But only if the rays are accepted by the objective lens and will 

contribute to the captured image. This, and the absorption conditions of the 

objective lens, optimally would require a beam profile providing most inten-

sity furthest from the optical axis and decreasing intensity towards the optical 
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axis. In the outlook of this chapter a solution will be introduced that is ex-

pected to solve this problem. 

Despite the challenging circumstances and far from optimal illumination 

optics, an image of a test pattern was acquired as shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

Figure 5-9: Microscope image of a test pattern using the first illumination optics in combination 

with a thick point focus CRL; the scale shows the dimensions in the sample plane 

5.5 Summary prism condensers 

It has been demonstrated that an adapted X-ray prism lens condenser can be 

successfully fabricated for thick CRL X-ray objectives. 

Whereas the stray light was considered as a disadvantage on the end of chap-

ter 4, introduced by the supporting planes, in this application this phenome-

non leads to a more homogeneous more diffuse illumination. 
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First and most obviously, for a second set of optics it would be a major ad-

vantage to take into account the absorption properties of the objective lens 

and the condenser lens. 

Further, as it has been shown, that the incident beam intensity profile of a 

typical synchrotron source is disadvantageous for an optimal illumination as 

the most intense part of the beam is in the very middle of it. Building a con-

denser out of two separate prism optics, arranged one behind the other, could 

solve this problem. The first part of the optics should divert the beam in the 

way, that the most intense parts would hit the outermost part of the second 

prism optics. In this way, the second optics could optimally redistribute the 

intensity towards the sample plane. 
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6 Optimizing synchrotron source 

illumination for full field 

imaging 

In the case of material science as well as in biology and medical imaging 

techniques like X-ray tomography are used at high brilliance synchrotron 

sources [39], [41]-[47]. For these sources, the beam is usually much narrower 

in the vertical direction than in the horizontal direction. Additionally, the 

intensity distribution of such a source is approximately Gaussian in vertical 

direction with the full width half maximum (FWHM) size in the range of 

about a millimetre, at around 35 m from the source at a typical beamline [48]. 

These characteristics strongly limit the maximum possible sample size [49], 

[50]. 

6.1 Aim and main challenges 

Using enlarged shadow projection [51] or simply stitching several acquired 

images [50] one can try to overcome these limitations. Drawbacks are possi-

ble image artefacts and the additional time needed for the acquisition of the 

multiple height scans and the more complex image reconstruction. In the case 

of biological samples, the higher radiation dose in the overlapping image 

areas due to the multiple scans generates damage in the sample, thus filters 

might have to be introduced to reduce the flux penetrating the sample. Espe-

cially for in-situ and operando experiments scanning of the sample is not 

applicable because of the obvious limitations in time resolution. The possibil-

ity of applying cone beam projection is given here as well; however, this 

leads to using additional optics to form a virtual source. In this case, along 

the reconstruction, the parallel beam approach cannot be applied and the 

alignment of these optics often is time consuming. 
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The Gaussian intensity profile of the beam results in location-dependent 

differences in the signal-to-noise ratio between the more illuminated regions 

in the centre and the less illuminated regions toward the edges of each scan. 

Based on these reasons a more homogeneous intensity distribution would be 

highly preferable and beneficial in full field shadow projection imaging ap-

plications. The main aim of this project was to develop such an optics that is 

capable of successfully transforming the Gaussian intensity distribution of 

the incident beam into a close to flat-top distribution with high homogeneity. 

6.2 Design considerations 

To achieve the above goal, it was necessary to design optics that would allow 

the incident intensity to be redistributed from areas of high intensity near the 

optical axis to broader areas of lower intensity and to be concentrated from 

parts of the Gaussian tails into smaller areas, as shown in Figure 6-1. 

 

Figure 6-1: Incident Gaussian beam intensity (left) transformed into desired flat-top profile 
(right) with L the working distance of the optics; D is a defined width and Ain is a partial area in 

the Gaussian beam intensity profile, which relate to a and Aout in the flat-top intensity distribution 
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The general requirement is that, the optics must have a focal length that var-

ies across the entrance aperture. As the incident beam has a narrower size 

than the desired one, this focal distance has to be negative, so the optics is 

overall defocusing. Close to the optical axis, the optics must have a short 

focal length, which increases within the aperture with increasing distance 

from the optical axis. All along the description, x- and y-directions are per-

pendicular to the optical axis, which is defined as z-direction. In the design 

procedure the optics will be considered lossless. 

The optics should expand the beam in vertical direction (x-direction) and the 

intensity distribution of the incident beam can be described as 

𝐼(𝑥) = 𝐼0𝑒
−𝑘𝑥2

 (6.1) 

as a function of x-distance in vertical direction, considering k as a constant 

and I0 as the intensity in the centre of the beam. Limiting the area of interest 

to the x = c and x = d boundaries, the integrated intensity looks like 
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the sum of intensity, defining the total beam width D is 
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Defining the desired size of the illuminated area in vertical direction as B, the 

exiting flat-top intensity Itop can be written as 

𝐼top =
𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝐵
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𝐵
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𝜋
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A ray entering the lens in distance d along the x-direction, has to be redi-

rected to a point in the distance a from the optical axis, so the integral of the 

intensities on both sides of the optics are equal for all d (see Figure 6-1). The 
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focal length for every single ray in this distance d is calculated from the in-

tensity distribution I(d) of the incoming beam. 

∫ 𝐼(𝑥)

𝑑

0
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𝐼0
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√
𝜋

𝑘
𝑒𝑟𝑓(√𝑘𝑑) = 𝑎 ∗ 𝐼top (6.5) 

Distance a can be calculated by including the upper last two equations: 
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With the distance between optics and the imaging plane defined as L and 

considering the length of the optics negligible measured to its distance to the 

sample plane, furthermore assuming the incoming rays to be parallel to the 

optical axis, using the intercept theorem the focal length f(d) is given by 

𝑓(𝑑) =
𝐿 ∗ 𝑑

𝑎(𝑑) − 𝑑
 (6.7) 

The resulting local focal length f(d) can be seen in Figure 6-2 as function of 

the distance from the optical axis. 

 

Figure 6-2: Local focal length f across the lenses’ aperture (D = 0.8 mm, L = 30 m) 
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As a result, the shape of the required refracting surface can be calculated. As 

basis, the description of the lens geometry of a biconcave compound refrac-

tive lens (CRL) can be used: 

𝑅 = 2 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝛿 ∙ 𝑁 (6.8) 

where R is the minimal radius of curvature in the apex of the parabola, δ is 

the decrement of refractive index of the lens material, N is the number of lens 

elements and f is the focal distance of the lens [52]. This equation gives a 

good approximation when the lens length is negligible with respect to the 

focal distance [53]. This approximation is applicable in this case as well, as 

the optics has the length in the centimetre range, although the distance to the 

source as well as to the detector or sample are in the tens of metres range. 

The shape of a normal CRL surface can be described as 

𝑧 =
𝑥2

2𝑅
 (6.9) 

In the case of the beam shaper, the radius of curvature R is a function of the 

distance along x-direction. As this desired surface cannot be described in a 

closed analytical form, it has been numerically calculated starting at the opti-

cal axis, where the tangent of the surface is perpendicular to the axis. 

The resulting element (see Figure 6-3 (a)) absorbing too much radiation, as 

the bulk itself does not contribute to the optical function of the lens. Consid-

ering the fact that the optics serves only illumination purposes, converting 

these elements to a sort of Fresnel-lenses [54] is an obvious solution. 

Because of the limitations in fabrication, the corner angle β (see Fig-

ure 6-3 (b)) has a lower boundary of 20°. Therefore, the number of elements 

N is chosen to fulfil this requirement under every circumstances. 
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Figure 6-3: The underlying principle shape of a single element of these beam shaping optics 

divided in eight slices is shown in (a). The conversion of (a) into a Fresnel-element is indicated 

in (b), with a constant thickness w in the centre of the optics and the inner corner angle β. The 
structures in (c) and (d) are Fresnel-elements with modified diameter of the innermost zone 

forming a block structure together with (a). The group of elements (b), (c), (d) forms the smallest 

building block (zone) for the macroscopic lens to homogenize the projected thickness. 

Following the basic principle of Fresnel-lenses, rectangular blocks are re-

moved from every lens element. M - in the case of the example shown in 

Figure 6-3 (a) equals eight - is the number of parts or slices every element is 

being divided to. Removing the rectangular blocks and shifting the coherent 

parts together the lens is realized. Thus, the lower limit of amount of absorb-

ing material is determined again by the limitations of fabrication and the 

absorption of the base material. The elements shown in Figure 6-3 (b) are still 

not optimal. If a lens would be realized in a way that these elements would be 

stacked after each other, the homogeneity of intensity would be reduced by 

up to 15 %, based on simulations. The obvious solution would be to further 
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increase the numbers of the slices and thus further reduce the steps between 

the Fresnel-elements. However, because of the fillets introduced by the fabri-

cation process, is technically not feasible.  

A different approach instead of using identical elements, is to vary them in 

shape to reduce the effect mentioned above. Forming K zones of a number of 

𝑃 =
𝑁

𝐾
 (6.10) 

different lens elements sliced in different ways. In the case explained in Fig-

ure 6-3 the Fresnel-elements (b) to (d) form such a zone. Simply the differ-

ence in the width of the innermost block leads to P different slices. v meaning 

the thickness of the innermost block of an original Fresnel-element is divided 

by P of different slices in one zone. The thickness of the innermost structure 

of P different lens elements is 

𝑚𝑣

𝑃
 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚 ∈ ℕ ∩  𝑚 <  𝑃. (6.11) 

This results in elements varying in shape and a much more homogeneous, 

intensity distribution. 

The optics is designed for the P05 imaging beamline operated by HZG at the 

storage ring at PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg, Germany) [55], [56]. The in-

strument, being optimized for in-situ experiments in particular is using an 

undulator source leading to a limited field of view. The beam characteristics 

are being 1.6 mm to 2 mm FWHM in vertical and around 7 mm FWHM in 

horizontal direction at sample position. This inherent property of undulator 

sources leads to a less than ideal situation for full field imaging. For many 

samples in cases of radiography and tomography, a larger FoV would be 

better [55]. 
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6.3 Realization 

Based on the method described above, a novel type of beam enlarging optics 

has been developed, with the following main design parameters: 

 Photon energy: 24 keV 

 Source distance: 60 m 

 Working distance: 30 m 

 Physical entrance aperture: 1.4 mm 

Part of the intermediate mask of the resulting layout can be seen in Fig-

ure 6-4, as a SEM image. The lens contains N = 20 elements, in zones of 

P = 5 different slices, each with M-1 = 15 segments. The minimum thickness 

of the elements has been defined as w = 6 µm, the air gap between the lens 

elements has been chosen to be 150 µm. The technically achievable mini-

mum edge rounding radius has been assumed to be 0.5 µm. 

Three sets of optics have been designed for three different photon energies of 

10 keV, 17 keV and 24 keV. This method of lens shape creation is highly 

dependent on the incident beam intensity distribution. Three different sigma 

values have been assumed for the Gaussian intensity distribution of the in-

coming beam at the entrance aperture of the optics: 170 µm, 340 µm and 

540 µm. For each of these sigma values one lens was designed, thus in total 

nine lenses. The design parameters have been determined based on the light 

source data provided by the beamline operators. More details are included in 

the data sheet of layout 1489_00_A0 in appendix A. 
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Figure 6-4: SEM image of a part of an intermediate X-ray absorber mask for beam shaping 

optics fabrication (Layout 1489_00_A0, lens no.1) 

There are ideas, to reduce the dependency on the sources’ intensity distribu-

tion and thus develop optics to be universally applicable. Similarly to the 

microscope condenser application described in chapter 5, the beam can be 

divided into smaller portions redirected by prisms and µCRLs, as it was simi-

larly introduced before as “new concept” in chapter 5.2. In this way, the re-

sulting intensity distribution can be described as a superposition of multiple 

smaller beamlets dealt with separately, thus the dependency on the source can 

be eliminated. Furthermore, such optics would have a significantly higher 

transmission for the same application compared to CRLs. 

The idea is basically the same as it has been described in chapter 5.2. Prisms 

redirect the beamlets towards a focal point on the optical axis, combined with 

biconvex µCRLs, spreading the beamlets to the overall desired beam width. 

As the beam is effectively an overlap of these beamlets, the intensity distribu-

tion would be necessarily homogeneous and constant, as it is required. 

As it can be seen in Figure 6-5, every row has an equal number of µCRLs, 

leading to a constant beam width and constant intensity. An increasing num-

ber of prisms with increasing distance from the optical axis is required. Using 

this concept, the designer of the optics can tailor the beam intensity distribu-
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tion, as the application requires it, independently of the incident beam proper-

ties. 

 

Figure 6-5: Novel concept of a universal beam shaper 

6.4 Simulation and experimental results 

The first set of lenses has been fabricated in ca. 800 µm high resist, as a limi-

tation of LIGA fabrication process at the time. For the experiment two halve 

lenses have been mounted onto separate holders and turned face-to-face to-

wards to each other, to achieve the requested 1.6 mm aperture in horizontal 

direction. This way it has been proven that the optics can be stacked for ap-

plications requiring larger apertures than feasible with the actual standard 
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lithography process. Figure 6-6 shows a photograph of the diced lens plates 

mounted on the lens carrier. Two sets like this have been prepared. 

 

Figure 6-6: Lens halves mounted on the lens carrier, in the control hutch of PETRA III / P05 

The main goal of the optical characterization – that took place at the imaging 

beamline PETRA III / P05 – was to determine the beam enlargement capabil-

ities and the beam intensity homogeneity at detector position.  

The upper part of figure 6-7 has been acquired with 5x magnification and 

2.48 µm virtual pixel size in the scintillator plane. The detector image shows 

the presence of the beam shaper optics; resulting in a field of view widened 

in vertical direction to 5.6 mm x 1.6 mm (only two 800 µm beam shapers 

were stacked). On both sides of the expanded beam, the original, nearly 

Gaussian beam can be seen with 1.35 mm FWHM. The two black areas be-

tween the enlarged and original beam parts are due to the lens substrates on 

both sides. 
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The lower part of Figure 6-7 shows the beam enlarging result in the form of 

graphs. The narrower, and higher peeking plot is the original, nearly Gaussi-

an incident beam (blue). The wider plot with lower intensity is the flat-top 

like intensity distribution realized by the optics (red). 

The intensity profile is not perfectly flat, but the standard deviation of the 

shaped beam profile is only about 17 % of the average intensity. A slight 

asymmetry is present in the overall intensity profile thanks to the not perfect-

ly Gaussian shaped incident beam. 

 

Figure 6-7: Result of the beam shaper profile measurement at PETRA III / P05 with the original 

beam intensity (blue line) and the more flat-top like beam intensity after the optics (red line). 

Upper: detector image, lower: result in the form of graphs. 
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For the measurements of the optics, it has been placed only 21 m away from 

the sample, as a result of temporary beam line restrictions. Therefore, the 

measured height is only 5.6 mm instead of originally planned 7 mm. The 

distance between source and optics was 65 m. The sample to detector dis-

tance was 15 mm. As this distance is small compared to the distance optics to 

sample, there is no need of the use of a cone beam reconstruction algorithm 

in the image reconstruction. The principle sketch of the experimental setup 

can be seen in Figure 6-8. 

The calculated efficiency of the optics is 83 %, being the ratio of the original 

incident and enlarged integrated intensity. The measured efficiency was only 

63 %. The difference is most probably a result of a slight misalignment of the 

optics with respect to the incident beam and a small part of rays scattered off 

rounded edges. 

As a practical test, to verify the performance of the optics, a 3 mm long sea 

urchin spine has been chosen as a test sample for a CT measurement. The 

experiment has been carried out at a photon energy of 24 keV. The X-rays 

have been converted to visible light by using a CdWO4 scintillation screen, 

and a tenfold visible light magnification resulting in an effective pixel size of 

1.25 µm. The overall line and space resolution achieved was 3.9 µm. 

 

Figure 6-8: Experimental setup of the CT measurement to investigate a sea urchin spine using to 

validate the performance of the presented beam shaping optics 
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Using the standard CT acquisition scheme of the P05 micro tomography 

beamline, we did not face any negative influence of the optics on the image 

quality. After flat-field correction – as it is shown in Figure 6-9 (a) – no devi-

ation compared to the stacked-scan can be noticed, neither in the background, 

nor in the foreground. The reconstructed volume shows no deviations or 

errors; no blur or artefacts can be noticed in any relation to the optics. In 

addition, the image resolution turned out to be the same with or without ap-

plying the optics. The histogram of the reconstructed slices shows only two 

distinct peaks: one for air and one for the sample, further verifying the quality 

of the optics. 

In Figure 6-9 (b)-(d) can be seen a reconstructed slice of the sea urchin spine, 

clearly visualizing the porous matrix in the centre column of the sample. 

 

Figure 6-9: Tomography of a sea urchin spine to validate the performance of the presented beam 

shaping optics; absorption image (a) and reconstructed tomographic slices (b) to (d) 

This project and its presentation has been honoured with the “Best Poster of 

XRM2016” award on the International Conference on X-ray Microscopy 

(XRM2016), Oxford, UK. 

As it has been explained earlier, the first version of lens design – although 

fulfilling the desired aims – has major drawbacks like extreme dependency 

on the source characteristics and relatively high overall absorption. In short, 

the present optics has to be customized for each individual setup. 
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As explained at the end of chapter 6.3, there is a promising new concept to 

make the optics way more transparent and universal. In the following, some 

simulation results prove the benefits of this new design. 

The universality of such lens has been considered above from the aspect of 

use and design as well. Although – as it is shown in Figure 6-10 – there are 

some interesting differences worth to be mentioned. 

First, the difference in homogeneity is superior to the version that has been 

fabricated and characterised, as well as the transmission, increasing from 

71 % to 86 %. Additionally, the physical length of the lens shrinks down to 

roughly 1/3 of the original. One would expect a greater increase in transmis-

sion based on the change of length, but most of the difference in length is due 

to the lens elements standing closer together. The lenses below are certainly 

different in behaviour, as the second version is widening the beam up to 

7.4 mm FWHM, as the first version is responsible only for a smaller effect, 

resulting in 6.7 mm FWHM. 
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Figure 6-10: First kinoform like version of the beam shaper design (left) versus the successor 
XPL with biconcave µCRLs (right), with simulation results below 

6.5 Summary beam widening lenses 

The presented optics successfully eliminate the vertical beam size limitation 

at high brilliance synchrotron sources, opening up new application areas for 

shadow projection imaging, especially on the field of in-situ and operando 

experiments. Additionally, the optics converts the standard Gaussian like 

beam profile into an advantageous more homogeneous intensity distribution. 

This flat-top like profile with a more uniform illumination increases the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio at the upper and lower border of the field of view and there-

fore the image quality. 
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Fourth generation synchrotron sources (diffraction limited storage rings) aim 

to further decrease the beam size, even further in horizontal direction. Need-

less to say, how beneficial it will be to introduce such optics to keep the pos-

sibility of micro tomography and similar techniques at these beamlines. 
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7 Conclusion and outlook 

Within this work, two main challenges were addressed, one is being stabiliz-

ing the structure of X-ray prism lenses (XPLs) and the second is developing 

novel illumination optics, for full-field imaging, focusing and condensers for 

full-field microscopy illumination. 

As a first example throughout chapter 5, a focusing optics has been realised 

with better transmittance of up to 54 % and – depending the application – up 

to 10 to 40 times wider entrance aperture than conventional compound refrac-

tive lenses. To achieve this, prisms have been aligned in rows together with 

equal size CRL elements to achieve a significantly smaller focal spot size 

than ever before using XPLs. The method of stabilizing high aspect ratio 

prisms with edge length of 20 µm and heights up to 1.6 mm by tilted support-

ing planes was demonstrated successfully here for the first time. Overcoming 

the limited aspect ratio of the prism columns made it possible to fabricate 

XPLs with apertures as wide as 1.6 mm for two-dimensional optics with low 

absorption. 

In chapter 6, a first approach of an illumination optics for an X-ray micro-

scope has been presented. The concept behind the design of the condenser is 

more or less the same as it was for the focusing prism lenses with two differ-

ences: First, the beamlets exiting a prism row point to a certain point of the 

entrance aperture of the objective lens instead of the focal point on the optical 

axis. Second, double-convex elements have been used to diverge the beam-

lets exiting each prism row to assure the desired beam distribution. In this 

way it is possible to concentrate as many photons as possible on the sample, 

covering the acceptance requirements of the objective lens. 

A first version of such a condenser optics was tested in the beam. It has been 

proven that a adapted condenser optics can be fabricated for thick CRL ob-

jectives. The field of view of about 50 µm x 50 µm was as planned, but the 

homogeneity needs further improvement. Stray light is normally considered 
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as a disadvantage in optics. In the condenser lens, scattering produced in the 

intersection areas of prisms with the supporting planes, can lead to a more 

homogeneous, diffuse illumination, although at the expense of some efficien-

cy. 

Throughout the last main chapter of the work, a novel refractive optical ele-

ment has been introduced, supporting full-field imaging at high brilliance 

synchrotron sources. The main point of this optics is to widen the highly 

asymmetric beam cross section of about 2 mm to a more homogeneous, more 

square-like shape with nearly 6 mm beam height at the sample position. This 

goal was achieved by rearrangement of the beam along the whole aperture. In 

short, an individual lens contour with a varying focal distance has been creat-

ed. To avoid high absorption near the optical axis, the optics were designed 

as a kinoform lens. 

The presented optics successfully eliminate the vertical size limitation at 

synchrotron sources, opening up new application areas for shadow projection 

imaging, especially in the field of in-situ and operando experiments. Addi-

tionally, it creates a significantly more advantageous situation, providing a 

more homogeneous intensity distribution than the standard Gaussian like. 

This flat-top like profile with a more uniform illumination increases the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio in the upper and lower part of the field of view and there-

fore the image quality. 

In the outlook for future development, the individual optics must be treated 

individually. To further improve the condensers, the significant amount of 

stray light generated by the supporting planes tilted around an axis perpen-

dicular to the optical axis should be decreased. A mayor development option 

could be to optimise the orientation as well as the thickness of these planes. 

Tilted supporting planes parallel to the optical axis would reduce the amount 

of stray light significantly. Of course, the planes would absorb all rays hitting 

the front side of such supporting planes. 

Further development options are to overcome the limitations related to the 

integer number of prisms and µCRLs. The radius of the µCRLs as well as the 

angle of the prisms can be fine-tuned in a two-stage computation. After in the 
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first pass the necessary number of elements is established, based on this value 

the mentioned parameters can be tailored in a manner that they would fit 

perfectly to the requested working distance of elements. For a second, im-

proved optics layout it would be a huge advantage to take into account the 

absorption properties of the objective lens and the condenser. 

The intensity profile of the incident beam from a synchrotron source is unfa-

vourable for optimal illumination, due to absorption most of the intensity is 

needed in the edge regions of the condenser for proper illumination. Using a 

two-stage condenser, this problem could be solved. A first, beam-widening 

part of the optics should divert the beam in the way that the most intense 

parts would hit the outermost part of the second stages’ aperture, and the 

intensity would be progressively decreasing, towards the optical axis. The 

second stage basically would act as it has been described above. 

To further improve the beam widening optics, a second version of these 

lenses should be fabricated and tested. The only “disadvantage” of the new 

design is the required extreme computational power, especially for the simu-

lation of these optics. The required ultra-high aspect ratios could be realized 

using supporting planes as in other XPLs. If the performance of the optics 

could be demonstrated in practice, then new and universal optics could be 

offered to the scientific community, as a new tool for full field imaging, at 

high brilliance synchrotron sources. 

Fourth generation synchrotron sources (diffraction limited storage rings) aim 

to further decrease the beam size, also in horizontal direction. Needless to 

say, how beneficial it will be to introduce such optics to keep the possibility 

of micro tomography at these beamlines. 

The main goals of this research have been successfully addressed and 

achieved; furthermore, possible new ways for the development of X-ray 

optics have been outlined. 
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A Lens layout parameters 

Lens layout 1351_00_A0 

Layout 1351_00_A0 contains twelve prism condenser lenses for use at the 

synchrotron source SPring-8, beamline BL43LXU. All prisms are 

60°-prisms, partly combined with µCRLs. 

 

Figure A-1: Image of layout 1351_00_A0 

 

Table A-1: Parameter summary of layout parameters: 

Lens 

number 

Prism edge 

length [µm] 

Combined 

with µCRLs 

Photon energy [keV] Note 

#1 20 yes 15.815 for pre-focus 6 m 

#2 20 yes 17.764 for pre-focus 6 m 

#3 20 yes 21.747 for pre-focus 6 m 

#4 20 yes 15.815 for pre-focus 7 m 

#5 20 yes 17.764 for pre-focus 7 m 

#6 20 yes 21.747 for pre-focus 7 m 

#7 10 no 15.815 for pre-focus 7 m 

#8 10 no 17.764 for pre-focus 7 m 

#9 10 no 21.747 for pre-focus 7 m 

#10 8 no 15.815 for pre-focus 7 m 

#11 8 no 17.764 for pre-focus 7 m 

#12 8 no 21.747 for pre-focus 7 m 
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Lens layout 1574_00_A0 

Layout 1574_00_A0 contains ten prism condenser lenses for use at the syn-

chrotron source SPring-8, beamline BL43LXU. All prisms are 60°-prisms, 

combined with µCRLs. 

 

Figure A-2: Image of layout 1574_00_A0 

 

Table A-2: Parameter summary of layout parameters: 

Lens number Prism edge length [µm] Photon energy [keV] Aperture [mm] 

#1 18 15.816 1.3 

#2 18 17.794 1.3 

#3 18 17.794 1.3 

#4 18 21.247 1.3 

#5 18 25.702 0.92 

#6 18 21.747 1.3 

#7 18 23.724 1.02 

#8 18 21.747 1.3 

#9 18 17.794 1.3 

#10 18 15.816 1.3 
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Data sheet of layout 1482_00_A0 

Layout 1482_00_A0 contains nine times two half-prism condenser lenses, 

thus giving nine XPL condensers. All prisms are 60°-prisms. 

 

Figure A-3: Image of layout 1482_00_A0 
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Table A-3: Parameter summary of layout 1482_00_A0: 
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Data sheet of layout 1489_00_A0 

Layout 1489_00_A0 contains thirteen different beam-widening lenses, some 

of them multiple times. Each lens has five zones of different slices, a source 

to optics distance of 60 m and an optics to sample distance of 30 m. 

 

 
Figure A-4: Image of layout 1489_00_A0 

Table A-4: Parameter summary of layout 1489_00_A0: 

Lens 

no. 

Photon 

energy 

[keV] 

ϭ at entrance 

aperture [µm] 

Aperture 

[mm] 

Number 

of seg-

ments [] 

Notes 

#1 10 340 1.4 15 4x the same lens 

#2 10 540 2.0 15 4x the same lens 

#3 10 170 1.0 15 4x the same lens 

#4 17 340 1.4 15 2x the same lens 

#5 17 540 2.0 15 2x the same lens 

#6 17 170 1.0 15 2x the same lens 

#7 24 340 1.4 15 one complete lens 

#8 24 540 2.0 15 one complete lens 

#9 24 170 1.0 15 one complete lens 

#a 50 340 1.4 51 one complete lens 

#b 50 340 1.4 25 part of a lens 

#c 50 340 1.4 15 part of a lens 

#d 50 340 1.4 9 part of a lens 
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B Calculation software 

 

Figure B-1: Flow chart of software to calculate the layout for condenser optics 
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Figure B-2: Flow chart of software to calculate the layout for focusing optics 
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Figure B-3: Flow chart of software to calculate the layout for beam shaping optics 
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